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Rates Spark: Kicking a bond when it’s
down
Expect hawkish rhetoric from central bankers today but euro and
dollar rate markets are already pricing in that outcome. Supply
resumes this week, with a detrimental effect on duration, front-loaded
to the start of the week

Hawkish central banks well anticipated by markets
Rates markets will be looking to public appearances from European Central Bank board member
Isabel Schnabel and Fed Chair Jerome Powell. Despite some notable differences in communication
style and in economic fundamentals, markets have taken a uniform view that domestic inflation
will soon be back under control, and that their respective tightening cycles will soon come to an
end.  What both central banks have in common is that the drop in rates, tightening in credit
spreads, and rally in other risk assets make their task of bringing inflation back to target more
difficult.

Schnabel and Powell face an uphill struggle to move yields up
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much further

Many would object that in the current disinflationary trend, central bankers will not care if the
yield curve prices rate cuts before the end of the year. We think this is more true of the Fed than of
the ECB but, when it comes to it, we expect both officials to strike a hawkish tone. The main
difference is that there is much less confidence about the downward trajectory of European
inflation. This will make Schnabel’s push back against market pricing more potent than Powell’s.

Helped by a bumper jobs report in the US, and hawkish post-meeting ECB comments, we would
argue that both Schnabel and Powell face an uphill struggle to move yields up much further. 10Y
Bund yields for instance are 25bp off their post-ECB meeting trough already, to a level we would
call low but not strikingly so. The same goes for 10Y Treasury yields, around 3.6%, they are much
lower than Fed funds but already 30bp above last week’s lows.

Bond yields have bounced convincingly off last week's lows

Source: Refinitiv, ING

Primary market activity picks up this week
Bond issuance resumes in earnest after a week-long hiatus. Euro syndicated deals last week fell to
€13bn from €47bn the week before. In the best of times, it is difficult to distinguish the impact of
supply on rates direction. The effect tends to be transient, and localised. In addition, it was nearly
impossible to make out its effect last week given the cascade of events and economic releases.

Euro deals have probably already seen most of their market
impact on rates direction

This week should prove easier. First of all, we expect some degree of catch up after a quiet week in
primary markets. Secondly, some of the deals already announced reinforce that view, and speak
to a skew towards longer-dated deals, at least today (see events section below). Thirdly, the fact
that many European financials are still reporting this week should reduce the number of swapped
deals, making the rest of issuance more market-moving, and also reducing its swap spread
tightening impact.
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As usual, the main challenge is timing. Looking to the US, long-dated 10Y/30Y auctions later this
week are well flagged, and the long-dated France and Poland euro deals have probably already
seen most of their market impact on rates direction. We would stop short of ascribing the bond
sell-off on Friday and Monday to supply pressure, but we think it helped.

Bond issuance needs to catch up after a quiet week

Source: Refinitiv, ING

Today’s events and market view
The main event today is an opportunity for central bankers to set the record straight after
dramatic market reaction to last week’s policy meetings, and rightly so. The focus is on
Powell’s interview, but don’t underestimate the potential for Schnabel to move euro
markets.

The Netherlands (new 10Y), Austria (10Y/17Y), and Germany (inflation linkers) will carry out
euro-denominated sovereign bond auctions, adding to France’s newly mandated 30Y
syndicated deal which should also occur today. Poland should also come to primary
markets with a dual tranche 10Y/20Y deal.

The US Treasury will kick off this week’s auction slate with a $40bn 3Y T-note sale.

The only economic release to note in this session is US trade.
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as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
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Prudential Regulation Authority. ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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